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FUNCTIONAL IMAGING OF THE BRAIN WITH SPECT AND I-123 LABELED PERFUSION AND RECEPTOR SPECIFIC TRACERS

B.L. Holman, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

The amines, N-isopropyl p-iodoamphetamine (IMP) and HIPDM have been labeled with I-123. These radiotracers distribute proportional to cerebral blood flow and are retained in the brain for a sufficiently long time so that imaging can be performed with standard, readily available equipment. Transaxial tomography with amines is useful in acute cerebral infarction where the X-ray CT scan can be normal for several days after onset of symptoms, while the uptake of radio-labeled amines will be altered at or before the onset of the stroke. Emission computed tomography with I-123 IMP is as accurate as X-ray CT for the diagnosis of acute cerebral infarction. Furthermore, I-123 IMP defines the extent of both reversible and irreversibly ischemic cerebral tissue. Imaging with radiolabeled amines can also detect perfusion abnormalities in asymptomatic patients with normal CT studies but with significant stenoses of the carotid or proximal cerebral arteries. I-123 amine imaging appears particularly promising for following patients before and after surgical therapy. I-123 amine imaging may play its most important role in the assessment of patients with dementia, differentiating patients with Alzheimer's disease from multi-infarct dementia and the dementias of normal pressure hydrocephalus, multiple sclerosis and other etiologies. Perfusion imaging with I-123 IMP coupled with receptor-specific imaging with I-123 IQNB, a radiotracer that specifically labels muscarinic acetylcholine receptors, may, in addition, help us elucidate the pathophysiology and mechanisms behind Alzheimer's disease. Both perfusion and receptor-specific imaging with SPECT tracers will play an increasingly important role in the management and diagnosis of patients with neurologic diseases.
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FACTOR ANALYSIS: ITS PLACE IN THE EVALUATION OF VENTRICULAR REGIONAL WALL MOTION ABNORMALITIES

D.G. Pavel, University of Illinois Medical Center, Chicago, IL, U.S.A.

There are well known limitations in detecting abnormalities of superimposed anatomical structures during equilibrium gated cardiac studies. For example if only one left anterior oblique view is available abnormalities of the infero-posterior wall can be missed. The advent of phase analysis with the resulting phase image has brought some help but is still limited by the relative proportion of abnormal versus normal motion in superimposed segments and by the amount of anatomical superposition. The amplitude image while helpful also, is difficult to evaluate quantitatively or even semiquantitatively. For these reasons we have evaluated factor analysis, which in theory has less limitations and attempted to document its practical usefulness, in conjunction with the amplitude image. Method: Patient population: 13 normals and 19 patients all with RWMAs documented by contrast angiography and 8/19 had in addition Tl-201 surgery or autopsy. Computer acquisition and processing: 64 frame acquisition of SOPHA Simis 4 computer. The algorithm developed by Basin and DiPaola is based on Barber's calculation of oblique factors and submitted to a positivity constraint which gives them physiologic significance. Only the region of interest corresponding to the two ventricles was evaluated. A valid result (2, 3 or 4 factors) was considered when no significant negative image was present, nor any zero amplitude type image (corresponding in effect to a blood pool image). Results: In the 13 normal cases, 2 factors were found in 8/13 and 3 factors in 5/13. In all 13 cases the image corresponding to the ventricular factor (also referred to as the "first" factor) was identical in appearance to the amplitude image and had corresponding time activity curve of typical ventricular shape. The second factor image corresponded to a flat curve and the image usually delineated a LV base "peninsula" or "crecent" and identified very clearly the area of the pulmonary outflow tract. In the 5 cases where 3 factors were indentified no further split of the ventricular (first) factor image was found, and no interpretable pattern emerged from the split of the second factor image and/or its corresponding time activity curve.

In the abnormal population all but one case resulted in the identification of 3 factors. When considering the 2 factor display alone, the ventricular factor image was similar to the amplitude image in 9/19 cases: those were cases without dyskinesia. In the remaining 10 patients the ventricular factor appeared different when compared to the amplitude image: in general the more pronounced the difference, the more accentuated dyskinesia was found. Out of the 18 patients in which 3 factors were found the resulting three images and corresponding curves generated additional useful information concerning the number and site of...